ARDF Competition near thermal spa Bad Loipersdorf
Last changes 8.9.2019 OE6STD, Horst - TRANSLATED through OE3TKT, Tom

Latest information can be found at the Web site: www.ardf.oevsv.at
Meeting Point: „Thermenheuriger“ Lautenberg 155
(GPS 46°58'52.3"N 16°06'34.3"E)
Parking: available more parking lots are behind the tavern “Thermenheuriger“.
Time limit: 120 minutes
Bearing before start: permitted
Award ceremony: as soon as possible after return of all participants ca.14:30
Maps: Austria Map, M = 1: 15.000, or OSM
Format A4 horizontal, will be handed out at the briefing.
Timekeeping: Start/ Finish corridor is mandatory to use.
This will be announced at the briefing.
Terrain: partly wooded, roads with separate footpaths.
Course length: optimum 4 - 5 km.
Differences in altitude: from start to fox max 120 m, fox to fox max 50 m and from last fox
to finish line: max 100 m.
Minimum distance: start to 1st fox: minimum 750 m, between foxes min. 400 m, distance
last fox to finish line: about 350 m.
Evaluation: All participants have to find five foxes. If the number of participants is sufficient,
the international ARDF regulations will be applied. If category formation is not possible, the
achieved running times are multiplied by an age- and gender-dependent performance factor
before the final ranking is carried out. Since during an ARDF competition only about 70% of
the total time is real running time, only this part is evaluated with the performance factor.
The rest is added without evaluation.
Safety: Each participant is responsible for his own safety and participates at his own risk.
It is permitted to take along a 2 m radio (call frequency 145,550) or a mobile phone, but only
for use in an emergency.
Organizer: ÖVSV-Ortsstelle Fürstenfeld ADL 608, OVL OE6AXG, Otto Allmer,
Questions: mailto:oe6gc@oevsv.at or oe6std@oevsv.at, www.ardf.oevsv.at
Frequency:

2m competitions: 144,570 MHz, Target beacon 144,435 MHz.
80m competitions: 3,579 MHz, beacon 3,600 MHz.

Directions: A2, motorway exit - Fürstenfeld via B319, follow sign: „Therme Loipersdorf“,
continue on L207/L444, pass the thermal spa, roundabout 2nd exit, after 120m turn right,
and another 100m turn left. Thermenheuriger is on the hilltop on the right.

